Patterned-wettability-induced alteration of electro-osmosis over charge-modulated surfaces in narrow confinements.
In the present study, we focus on alterations in flow physics as a consequence of interactions between patterned-wettability gradients on microfluidic substrates with modulated surface charge distributions, giving rise to an intricate electrohydrodynamic coupling over small scales. We demonstrate that by exploiting such intricate coupling, it may be possible to pattern vortices occurring in the fluidic confinement by exploiting an interplay between the Navier slip and electro-osmotic transport. Our studies do reveal that the resultant flow structure originating out of the spatially periodic variations in the surface charge and surface wettability may depend critically on several independently tunable controlling parameters, such as the amplitudes and frequencies of the respective patterning functions, the phase shift between the two, an asymmetry factor, and the channel height to Debye length ratio. We show that judicious choices with regard to the combinations of these parameters may result in significant augmentations in the corresponding mixing efficiency without any appreciable compromise in the net microfluidic throughput. Furthermore, our studies reveal an optimum patterning frequency, which results in the most efficient microfluidic mixing within the constraints of achieving a desired volumetric flow rate. Our results also demonstrate that the net flow rate is maximized when the surface wettability variation functions and surface charge-density functions are in phase, whereas mixing is best facilitated when they are in opposite phase. In practice, therefore, one may select an intermediate value of the phase angle depending on the extent of compromise necessary between flow rate and mixing characteristics, yielding far-ranging scientific and technological advances toward an improved design of miniaturized fluidic devices of practical relevance.